Best of the Square
PJ’s Pub & Grill
116 Walton St.
PJ’s pulls in a crowd on a Saturday night, with an expanse of people dancing further back into the venue
than first appears. Despite the crowd the bustling bar
still doles out drinks without much waiting. There
are plenty of places to sit, for those less rhythmically
inclined. Waitresses walk the bar with trays full of
blue, Jell-O shots ($2 each). Pop music blasts through
the speakers, and fills the warehouse-like expanse of
the pub complete with arcade games. Drink wise,
PJ’s offer a Reese’s Martini, recognized for its taste in
the Martini Mix-off for Syracuse Winterfest 2012.
Check out it’s twitter account @PJPubandGrill for
happy hour deals.

Benjamin’s On Franklin
314 Franklin St.
Consider Benjamin’s an upscale alternative to the
typical college bar scene. It’s dim, almost reddish mood
lighting and large framed pictures of Benjamin Franklin
that adorn the walls, gives this place a classy feel. Perdition, their nightclub, has strobe lights, VIP sections,
small stages on which to dance, and mirrors lining the
entirety of the back walls behind the DJ booth. They
offer a selection of wine, most coming in at around $7
a glass, and a chalkboard above the bar lets everyone
know what beers are on tap. They have a list of signature
drinks, historically themed, on their website. Check out
their weekly deals via Facebook.
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Al’s Wine and Whiskey Lounge
321 South Clinton St.
For a more subdued night on the town, check out Al’s. While music blasts
from their DJ stationed at the front of the lounge, it’s more about friends
chatting with one another. A long wooden bar lines the back wall, equipped
with stools, and that acts as a table for patrons to enjoy their spirits and
leather couches arranged throughout the lounge giving patrons more than
enough room to sit. The bar offers around 800 spirits, which can be seen
lining the massive shelf behind the bar. Bar tenders mount sliding ladders
to obtain the many bottles, harkening visions of the library from Beauty and
the Beast, only filled with booze. They also offer food, some options include a
tapas-like arrangement of cheeses and meats.
Al’s boosts no cover charge.

Kokomo’s Bar & Grille
415 South Clinton St.
This new bar is the perfect cure to anyone with a
case of the winter blues. A Tiki bar equipped with
surfboard tables, palm trees, beach chairs and inflatable bottles of Corona, Malibu, and tanning oil hang
from the ceiling, making Kokomos the perfect beachy
escape from the cold weather outside. If the mere
décor of the bar wasn’t enough of a beach paradise,
their signature drink is their hurricane, which won first
place for taste in the Hurricane Mix-off for Syracuse
Winterfest 2012. It comes in a large glass topped with
a pineapple and a cherry. The DJ blasts top hits and
shouts commands to the partygoers below, whether it
is to increase the energy or to check out deals going
on at the bar. Waitresses walked around with trays full
of Pinnacle shots ($2 each). Check out their deals on
their Facebook as well.
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